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**Gordons**

**SUPPLIES AGAIN AVAILABLE**

**Till**

**Caterpillar**

**TOOL BAR**

For direct mounting on D4 & D6 tractors, with Subsoilers, Chisels, Furrowers, Drainers

Quick lifting, versatile detachable.

**ELECTRIC SALES & SERVICE LTD.**

**TWEEDSIDE RD. ST. MICHAEL—PHONES 4629, 4371**

---

**SHELL**

**MOTOR OIL**

**WILL LENGTHEN ITS LIFE!**

From the moment you first put your car out on the road, its engine begins to wear. How quickly or slowly the engine will wear partly depends on the oil you use.

SHELL X-100 Motor Oil will increase your car's life by reducing the major causes of engine wear. Its unique chemical action protects the engine against the high temperatures and pressures of modern engines. It helps you get the most from your car.

SHELL X-100 Motor Oil will increase your car's life by reducing the major causes of engine wear.

**Detergent**

**Stable**

**Protective**

**Available in the following grades:**

- SAE 10
- SAE 20
- SAE 30
- SAE 40
- SAE 50
- SAE 60

---

**This is the Gin**

**Quality**

**Incomparable**

**Gordon's**

**Stands Supreme**

**SUPPLIES AGAIN AVAILABLE**